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Ernst Koslitsch studied Photography and Fine art under
Professor Gabriele Rothemann. Later he also studied at
the Academy of Fine Arts Sculpture and performative arts
under Monica Bonvicini.
The lockdowns have given him more time, opening his
mind to furthering this world beyond abstract sculptural
objects he calls flat-lands.
The fictional, the historical mysteries, the fantastical and
the factual, are all entwined into one fake and
constructed Mythology. A world in artist´s Yellow Universe.
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The Gallery Raum mit Licht in Vienna is proud to present
new sculptures and paintings by Austrian artist Ernst
Koslitsch. The artist works consistently on his ever- growing project „Yellow Universe“. This universe depicts a
parallel fantasy world, a fictional culture, and a mysterious
society.
For his sculptures, the artist utilizes used yellow painted
wooden panels that he finds on construction sites. During
the pandemic, he began integrating for the first time inhabitants. Ernst has since been working on strong yet at the
same time delicate, filigran figurative wooden creatures,
allowing us a more in-depth picture of this yellow cosmos.
His paintings are narratives of life taking place in this yellow space. It is not all fictional or mythological, but also
factual and historical finds such as stone engravings and
cave paintings that find their way into his work. His
fascination for the mystery of the unexplained triggers
questions on the human construct and its faith.
Idols such as Philip K Dick question reality in their work,
Gene Roddenberry the creator of Star Trek questions
society-related topics in his fictional stories, creating
worlds with new constructs, different from our world today.
Ernst watches closely as mankind grows steadily into a
society of modern age ideologists, and what effects this
has.
He is curious if they will eventually make use of digitalization, to form a new kind of civilization.
„Maze runner“, 2020

„Coming to get you nowhere“, 2021

„It doesn´t have to concern you what I think“, 2021

